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Abstract
We study single Higgs boson production in γγ collisions proceeding via the
hadronic content of the photon. These processes complement previous stud-
ies of pair and single Higgs production at e+e− colliders. For SM Higgs
masses of current theoretical interest, the resolved photon contributions are
non-negligible in precision cross section measurements. The charged Higgs
cross sections are not competitive with the γγ → H+H− process and at best
might offer some information about quark-Higgs couplings. Finally, resolved
photon production of the heavier Higgs bosons, H0 and A0 of the MSSM,
can probe regions of the SUSY parameter space that will complement other
measurements. This last process shows some promise in SUSY Higgs searches
and warrants further study.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental questions of the standard model (SM) of particle physics is the
origin of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) [1,2]. The simplest description of EWSB
results in one neutral scalar particle, the Higgs boson, which has well known problems
associated with it. A priori, a more complicated Higgs sector is phenomenologically just
as viable. The next simplest case is the general two Higgs doublet model (2HDM). A
constrained version of the 2HDM arises in the minimal supersymmetric extension of the
SM (MSSM) [3] where spontaneous symmetry breaking is induced by two complex Higgs
doublets and leads to five physical scalars; the neutral CP-even h0 andH0 bosons, the neutral
CP-odd A0 boson, and the charged H± bosons. At tree level the MSSM Higgs sector has two
free parameters which are usually taken to be the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of
the two Higgs doublets, tanβ = v2/v1, and the mass of the A
0 boson, mA. The elucidation
of EWSB is the primary goal of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN (LHC).
Direct searches at LEP2 yield lower limits MH > 114.4 GeV for the SM Higgs mass
[4] and Mh,A >∼ 90 GeV for the neutral SUSY Higgs masses while MH± >∼ 80 − 90 GeV
depending on the H± decay modes. More detailed results have been presented by the LEP
Collaborations as plots of excluded regions of the MSSM parameter space [4]. Similar plots
have been obtained by the CDF and D0 collaborations at the Tevatron pp¯ collider [5]. It is
expected that Run II of the Tevatron pp¯ collider will be able to find evidence at 3σ for the
SM Higgs boson up to about 180 GeV although a 5σ signal is limited to around 130 GeV
[6].
In proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV at the LHC the ATLAS [7] and CMS [8]
experiments have shown that they are sensitive to the SM Higgs boson over the entire mass
range of 100-1000 GeV. The MSSM Higgs boson can be discovered in a variety of channels
so that at least one Higgs boson can be discovered for the entire parameter range. In a
fraction of the parameter space more than one Higgs boson is accessible. However, there
is a region in which the extended nature of the supersymmetric Higgs sector may not be
observable since only the lightest Higgs boson can be seen in SM-like production processes.
Likewise, only a limited number of measurements of Higgs boson properties can be carried
out at the LHC.
A future high energy linear e+e− collider has been proposed as an instrument that can
perform precision measurements that would complement those performed at the LHC [9,10].
In this context, the photon-photon “Compton-collider” option, from backscattered laser
light off of highly energetic and possibly polarized electron beams, has been advocated as a
valuable part of the LC physics program [11]. Recently, a number of papers have shown how
the Compton-collider option can make important measurements in the Higgs sector [12–18].
For example, the analysis by Mu¨hlleitner, et al., shows that the γ − γ option of TESLA can
be used to produce the h0, H0, and A0 for intermediate values of tan β that may escape
discovery at the LHC [13,12].
In this paper we show that the hadronic content of the photon can result in cross sections
large enough that they should be considered in precision measurements of γγ → H cross
sections and that they may be useful in the study of the Higgs sector of the theory. The
importance of resolved photon contributions has been demonstrated by the OPAL [19] and
DELPHI [20] collaborations in obtaining interesting limits on leptoquark properties from eγ
2
production of leptoquarks [21].
II. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
The resolved photon approach is the same for all processes we consider so we begin
with a brief description of the generic approach shown in Fig. 1. In the resolved photon
approach the quark and gluon content of the photon are treated as partons described by
partonic distributions, fq/γ(x,Q
2) in direct analogy to partons inside hadrons [22]. The
parton subprocess cross sections are convoluted with the parton distributions to obtain the
final cross sections. However, since the photons themselves have an associated spectrum,
either the energy distribution obtained from backscattering a laser from an electron beam
[23] or the Weizsa¨cker Williams distribution [24], we must further convolute the cross sections
with the photon distributions to obtain cross sections that can be compared to experiment.
Thus, the cross sections are found by evaluating the following expression:
σ =
∫
dx1dx2dx3dx4fγ/e(x1, Q
2)fγ/e(x2, Q
2)fpi/γ(x3, Q
2)fpj/γ(x4, Q
2) σˆ(sˆ) (1)
where pi(j) represents parton i(j) in the photon which could be a quark, anti-quark, or gluon,
σˆ(sˆ) represents the subprocess cross section with parton C of M energy
√
sˆ.
The processes we are studying are typically of the form qq¯ → h0 and therefore take a
particularly simple form. In this preliminary study we only include tree-level contributions
and are aware that higher order corrections are likely to be non-negligible. Nevertheless,
we feel that our approach is satisfactory for a first survey of resolved photon contributions
to identify which processes may warrant more detailed study. We will adopt the standard
used in many LC studies that 20 events represents an interesting signal for the canonical
integrated luminosities used in such studies of 1 ab−1. We do not include branching ratios,
detector efficiencies, nor consider backgrounds. In the former case the branching ratios are
well known [25,26] and we assume that the environment is sufficiently clean that the signal
can be reconstructed with reasonable efficiency. Clearly, our study is crude and a more
detailed study is warranted which includes a realistic consideration of detector acceptance
and efficiency assumptions, decays leading to final state particles, and background studies.
Our calculations have explicit dependence on the c and b-quark masses. We take ms =
0.15 GeV, mc = 1.4 GeV, mb = 4.4 GeV, Vcs = 0.97, and Vbc = 0.04 [27]. In addition, we
used MW = 80.41 GeV, GF = 1.166× 10−5 GeV−2, α = 1.0/128.0, and mt = 175.0 GeV.
A. Standard Model Higgs Production
We begin with SM Higgs production because the discovery and elucidation of the stan-
dard model Higgs boson is the first order of business for any future collider project. One
of the strongest motivations for the Compton collider is to measure Higgs boson properties.
The 2γ production of the Higgs boson is an especially interesting reaction [12–14] as it pro-
ceeds via loop contributions [28] and is therefore sensitive to new particles much higher in
mass than the CofM energy that cannot be produced directly. It has also been suggested
that this reaction can be used to distinguish between the SM Higgs and the lightest scalar
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Higgs of the MSSM in the decoupling limit in which no other Higgs or SUSY particles are
observed at the LC [29]. It is therefore important that all SM contributions to this cross
section be carefully considered.
The first process we consider is qq¯ → H where the quark and anti-quark arise from
the quark parton distributions of the photon, the so called resolved photon processes. The
expression for the subprocess cross section is rather trivial and is given by:
σ(qq¯ → H) = GFpi
3
√
2
m2f
√
(1− 4m2f/M2h) δ(M2H − sˆ) (2)
The cross section is dominated by the c-quark content. The lower mass of the c-quark enters
eqn. 2 quadratically, but its charge and mass enhance the c-quark content in the photon. In
Fig. 2 we show, for the backscattered laser case with
√
see = 500 GeV, 1 TeV and 1.5 TeV
using the GRV distribution functions [30], the contributions from both cc¯ and bb¯ production
and the sum of the two. We also show the cross sections for the subprocess γγ → Htt¯ [31]
which we calculated using the COMPHEP computer package [32]. The contributions from
lighter quarks (including the b) are dominated by the collinear region of γγ → Hqq¯, and as
such are well described via the resolved photon approach. On the other hand, due to its
large mass, the t-quark avoids the collinear region so that the resolved photon approach is
inappropriate and we use the full subprocess. For the Higgs masses we consider, this process
is below threshold for
√
see = 500 GeV due to the t-quarks produced. For
√
see = 1000 GeV,
where there is more available phase space, this mechanism is interesting for Higgs masses
up to about 200 GeV and up to about 300 GeV for
√
see = 1500 GeV. Whether these two
cases are interesting experimentally will depend crucially on the t-quark tagging efficiency.
For comparison we also show the σ(γγ → H) production which proceeds via loops.
The expressions are well known in the literature [33,34] and we do not reproduce them
here. Likewise, we show the contribution from gluon fusion, σ(gg → H), which arises from
the gluon content of the photon. Again, the subprocess cross section is well known in the
literature. A final process that will produce Higgs bosons is γγ → HW+W− [35,36]. The
cross section was calculated using COMPHEP [32] and is shown as the dot-dashed curves
in Fig. 2. The cross sections are seen to be substantial, rivalling the dominant γγ → H at√
see = 1500 GeV although it is much smaller at
√
see = 500 GeV, where it is comparable
to the resolved photon processes we are interested in. To some extent this process can be
disentangled from the γγ → H process and the resolved photon processes via W and jet
tagging. Nevertheless it is yet another ingredient that should be considered in measuring
the Higgs two-photon width.
The two photon process dominates the resolved photon processes over the full range of
Higgs masses we consider. The gluon-fusion process is almost three orders of magnitude
smaller than σ(γγ → H) over the entire MH range. We note that for
√
s = 1500 GeV the
gluon-fusion contribution increases to about 10% of the total qq¯ contributions for MH <
400 GeV. This reflects the increasing importance of the small x contributions from the
gluon distributions at higher
√
s. Nevertheless, it does not seem unreasonable to neglect
the gluon fusion contributions in our results. In contrast, the quark annihilation processes
contribute at the percent level forMH ∼ 150 GeV and√see = 500 GeV. This increases to the
several percent level for
√
see = 1.5 TeV. This Higgs mass region has received considerable
attention for study at a future Linear Collider and Compton Collider and measurements
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of the γγ → H cross section at this level of precision is touted as a probe of new physics
entering via loops. Recent studies by Asner et al [16] and by Krawczyk et al [17] find that
these processes can be measured to approximately the 2% level. Thus, depending on MH ,
Higgs production via the hadronic content of the photon may not be negligible at this level
of precision, suggesting that these contributions deserve further study.
There exist many different sets of photon parton distributions in the literature [22,37–40].
In Fig. 3 we give an indication of the uncertainties due to the distribution functions by
plotting the variation in cross section using different photon parton distribution functions.
The solid band and shaded bands are for σ(cc¯ → H), σ(bb¯ → H), and σ(gg → H) using
the DO [37], GRV [30], DG [38], LAC1 and LAC2 [39] distributions. This, by no means
represents a complete survey of available distributions and is only meant to illustrate the
uncertainties inherent in our current knowledge. It can be seen that there is considerable
variation in the cross section depending on the specific distribution used. Fortunately, with
significant amounts of new data from the LEP and HERA experiments, revised distributions
based on these new data are arriving [41]. To take a conservative approach we used the GRV
distributions which generally give the smallest cross sections.
In addition to the Compton Collider configuration, γγ luminosities arise at eγ and e+e−
colliders. In eγ collisions one γ comes from a backscattered laser as before, while the
second photon is a Weizsa¨cker-Williams bremsstrahlung photon. In e+e− both photons are
Weizsa¨cker-Williams photons. The Weizsa¨cker-Williams photon spectrum is softer than the
backscattered laser spectrum but it extends to higher x = Eγ/Ee. In Fig. 4 we show the SM
Higgs production cross section as a function of MH for the 3 cases. As we go from γγ to eγ
to e+e− the cross section decreases by about an order of magnitude in each case although
at larger values of MH , near the kinematic limit where the γγ luminosity goes to zero, the
γγ luminosity extends further out for the eγ and e+e− cases. We find similar patterns for
charged Higgs production and the production of the heavier Higgs bosons of the MSSM
model. We will therefore only show cross sections for the γγ case, although for completeness
we mention results for the e+e− and eγ cases when appropriate.
B. Charged Higgs Boson Production
Charged Higgs bosons arise naturally from the simplest extension of the SM: the intro-
duction of a second Higgs doublet. Two variations of the two doublet model are discussed
in the literature: In Model I, v2 couples to both the u and d-type quarks and the other field
decouples. In Model II, which arises in the MSSM, v2 couples to the up-type quarks and v1
to the down-type quarks. The ratio of these VEV’s is one of the fundamental parameters of
the theory; tanβ ≡ v2/v1. In this paper we restrict ourselves to model II. A charged Higgs
boson will be difficult to find at the LHC if its mass is greater than ∼ 125 GeV. This discov-
ery reach is extended to almost MH± ∼
√
s/2 at an e+e− linear collider where they can be
pair produced in the process e+e− → H+H− with a cross section which depends mainly on
the H± mass, dropping quickly near threshold due to P -wave suppression [42,43]. Charged
Higgs bosons can also be pair produced in the process γγ → H+H− [44] Given the interest
in their properties, there have been a number of recent studies of single charged Higgs bosons
at LC’s [45–47]. If charged Higgs bosons were observed, cross section measurements could
potentially give information about the underlying theory.
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As before the subprocess cross section is rather straightforward to calculate and for bc¯
fusion in Model II is given by:
σ(bc¯→ H−) = GFpi
3
√
2
|Vbc|2 (m
2
b tan
2 β +m2c cot
2 β)(M2H −m2b −m2c)− 4m2bm2c√
(M2H −m2b −m2c)2 − 4m2bm2c
δ(M2H − sˆ)
(3)
with an analogous expression for sc¯ fusion. We include in our results a factor of 2 to take
into account that the b-quark can come from either photon and likewise for the c anti-
quark and a 2nd factor of 2 for summing over H− and H+ production. A priori one would
expect the bc process to dominate over the cs process due to the much larger mass of the
b-quark compared to the s-quark mass. However, the mass ratios ms/mb and mc/mb are
compensated by the ratio of the CKM matrix elements Vcs/Vcb so thatms/mb×Vcs/Vcb ≃ 0.8
and mc/mb× Vcs/Vcb ≃ 8. For small values of tanβ the cs fusion process will be larger than
the cb fusion process. In addition to bc and cs fusion, charged Higgs bosons can also be
produced via bt fusion. The t-quark is too heavy to be treated as a massless constituent
of the photon so in this case we calculate the cross section for bγ → H−t. Although this
last process will have a kinematic limit constrained by the Higgs and t-quark mass, below
threshold it is the dominant contribution due to the large t-quark mass [48]. Above the
H − t threshold the relative importance of the cs and cb subprocesses is dependent on tan β
via eqn 3.
The various contributions are shown in Fig. 5 for tanβ = 3.0 and 40 for
√
see =
500 GeV. It should be noted that the cross sections for tan β = 1.5 are larger than those
for tan β = 3.0. In all cases, for relatively low MH , the largest contribution to the total
charged Higgs production cross section comes from the tb contribution. As the Higgs mass
increases the other contributions become dominant until the tb contribution goes to zero at
the t-H kinematic limit. For small values of tanβ the cs contribution is larger than the bc
contribution while for large values of tanβ the cs and cb contributions are comparable in
size. In Fig. 6 we show the sum of these three contributions for a range of values of tan β.
For comparison, we also show the cross sections for e+e− → H+H− (medium dashed line)
[43] and for γγ → H+H− (dot-dashed line) [49,44].
Using the criteria adopted by the TESLA TDR of 20 events for 1 ab−1 of integrated
luminosity we find that for
√
see = 500 GeV, a charged Higgs bosons can be detected in
this process up to MH = 270 GeV and 240 GeV for tan β =40, and 30 respectively. As we
have not taken into account acceptance cuts nor have we examined background reduction
these numbers should be taken with a grain of salt. A proper analysis would require detailed
simulations including detector dependent considerations which are clearly beyond the scope
of the present work. With this caveat, for the high tan β cases, a charged Higgs boson
could be detected with mass roughly comparable to the standard kinematic limit associated
with charged particle pair production at e+e− colliders. However, these cross sections are
greater than most of the processes considered by Kanemura, et al. [45] so that cross section
information from this production mechanism would offer complementary information to
other processes. For tanβ > 1, charged Higgs boson production in Model I would be too
small to be observed.
We also considered the case where the photons bremsstrahlunged off of the incident e+e−
beams using the Weizsa¨cker-Williams effective photon distribution. In this case the cross
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sections would only produce measurable event rates for Higgs masses much smaller than
could be produced in the pair production process e+e− → H+H−. The intermediate case,
for an eγ collider, where one photon radiates off an initial beam electron and the other
obtained from backscattering a laser off of the initial electron beam results in a cross section
intermediate in magnitude between the γγ case and e+e− case. Using the same criteria as
above, for
√
see = 500 GeV we obtain measurable rates for MH < 145 and 165 GeV for the
tan β =30 and 40 cases. The discovery limits for various collider energies are summarized
in Table I. Given that σ(e+e− → H+H−) is significantly larger than these cross sections it
is unlikely that much would be learned from this process in eγ collisions.
Motivated by the article of Kanemura, et al. [45], we also calculated the resolved photon
contributions to H±W∓ production which proceeds via qq¯ fusion through an intermediate
neutral Higgs boson. However, the cross sections were found to be small with event rates
uninteresting from an experimental point of view.
C. Heavy MSSM Neutral Higgs Boson Production
In two Higgs doublet models there exist a total of three neutral Higgs bosons in addition
to the two charged Higgs bosons discussed above. The three neutral Higgs bosons consist of
two CP-even bosons, h and H , the former light and the latter heavy, and a heavy CP-odd
boson A. At the CERN LHC, the pseudoscalar Higgs is not detectable aboveMA >∼ 250 GeV
for intermediate values of tan β [50]. The MSSM Higgs bosons can be produced in γγ
collisions, γγ → h0, H0, A0, with favorable cross sections allowing a heavy Higgs boson to
be found up to 70-80% of the initial e+e− collider energy for moderate values of tan β [13].
However, it turns out that the resolved photon process has different dependence on tan β
than the process proceeding through intermediate loops [51]. For example, the two-photon
decay width of the A0 is small for large tan β while the decay width of the H0 is small
for small tanβ [25]. For the resolved photon processes, for large MA the A
0 and H0 have
roughly similar cross sections independent of tanβ.
We use the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), to partially constrain the
parameters of the model in our calculations [33,52]. Taking tan β and MA or MH± as input,
the rest of the parameters can be calculated. For simplicity, and given the other uncertainties
in our results, we use tree level relationships for the various parameters. These are given by:
M2H± = M
2
A +M
2
W
M2H0,h0 =
1
2
[M2A +M
2
Z ±
√
(M2A +M
2
Z)
2 − 4M2ZM2A cos2 2β]
cos 2α = − cos 2β
(
M2A −M2Z
M2H −M2h
)
(4)
The Higgs couplings to quarks are given by:
h0cc¯ :
−igmc cosα
2MW sin β
h0bb¯ :
igmb sinα
2MW cos β
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H0cc¯ :
−igmc sinα
2MW sin β
H0bb¯ :
−igmb cosα
2MW cos β
A0cc¯ :
−gmc cot β
2MW
γ5
A0bb¯ :
−gmb tanβ
2MW
γ5 (5)
These couplings result in the following subprocess cross sections:
σ(cc¯→ h0) = GFpi
3
√
2
m2c
cos2 α
sin2 β
δ(M2h − sˆ)
σ(bb¯→ h0) = GFpi
3
√
2
m2b
sin2 α
cos2 β
δ(M2h − sˆ)
σ(cc¯→ H0) = GFpi
3
√
2
m2c
sin2 α
sin2 β
δ(M2H − sˆ)
σ(bb¯→ H0) = GFpi
3
√
2
m2b
cos2 α
cos2 β
δ(M2H − sˆ)
σ(cc¯→ A0) = GFpi
3
√
2
m2c cot
2 β δ(M2A − sˆ)
σ(bb¯→ A0) = GFpi
3
√
2
m2b tan
2 β δ(M2A − sˆ)
(6)
The cross sections for H0 and A0 production via bb¯ and cc¯ annihilation for tan β = 3 and
30 are shown in Fig 7. For higher values of tanβ, bb¯ annihilation dominates, while for lower
values, cc¯ annihilation becomes more and more important until at sufficiently small values
of tan β the cc¯ annihilation contribution will become larger than the bb¯ contribution. Fig.
8 shows the sum of the bb¯ → H and cc¯ → H contributions for a variety of tanβ values for√
see = 500 and 1000 GeV. For a γγ collider with
√
see = 500 GeV, again using the criteria
of 20 events for integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1, the H0 can be observed up to 375 GeV,
365 GeV, 275 GeV, 175 GeV and 135 GeV for tan β = 40, 30, 7, 3, and 1.5 respectively. The
cross section is totally dominated by bb¯ annihilation for the three large tanβ cases while for
tan β = 1.5 the cc¯ contribution is actually larger for the values of MH with large enough
cross section to allow for discovery. The relative importance crosses over forMH > 120 GeV
but for the full range of MH shown, the cc¯ contribution is not negligible.
The cross sections for A0 production are very similar to the H0 cross sections so we do
not show them but simply summarize the results in Table II.
For both H and A production, for the larger values of tanβ, the H0 and A0 will be
produced in substantial numbers for masses substantially larger than
√
s/2. Even if one
uses a much more stringent criteria for discovery than the one we have adopted here, we
expect that the heavy Higgs bosons can be observed with relatively high masses. This is in
contrast to the SM Higgs production where the resolved photon contributions are at best a
non-negligible contribution that need to be understood in precision measurements. If H and
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A were produced in sufficient quantity it is possible that the cross section could be used to
constrain tanβ in analogy to the proposal by Barger, et al. to use heavy Higgs productions
to determine tan β [54]. Thus, the resolved photon contributions may very well play an
important role in understanding the Higgs sector.
This can be seen most clearly by showing the regions of the tanβ−MA plot which can be
explored via H and A production. Plots are given in Fig. 9 for
√
see = 500 and 1000 GeV.
Three regions are shown. Region 1 is for σ > 0.1 fb which would result in > 100 events for
1 ab−1, region 2 is for σ > 0.02 fb which would result in > 20 events while in region 3 less
than 20 events would be expected. The regions covered would complement measurements
made in other processes.
III. CONCLUSIONS
The resolved photon contributions to two photon production of the SM Higgs boson is
non-negligible for the more probable Higgs masses found in electroweak fits. Given that
this process it touted as a sensitive probe of new physics via loop contributions it is im-
portant that the resolved photon contributions be understood at the same level as the loop
contributions.
The resolved photon production of charged Higgs is unlikely to be an important produc-
tion mechanism. At best, if MH± and tan β take on certain values, it may offer complemen-
tary information to other processes.
Resolved photon production of the heavy Higgs bosons in the MSSM are potentially the
most interesting processes. They can be produced up to relatively high mass and in regions
of MSSM parameter space that complements other measurements.
Our results motivate further study including decay modes, the hadronic final states and
the backgrounds relevant to these single Higgs boson production processes.
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TABLE I. The charged Higgs masses (in GeV) corresponding to 2× 10−2 fb and 10−1 fb cross
sections.
√
s tan β 30 40
σ 2× 10−2 fb 10−1 fb 2× 10−2 fb 10−1 fb
500 GeV γγ 240 180 270 200
eγ 145 80 165 105
800 GeV γγ 410 345 425 375
eγ 270 155 305 195
1000 GeV γγ 540 455 560 490
eγ 350 205 395 255
1500 GeV γγ 855 705 890 765
eγ 525 305 605 385
q
γ
γ
H
q
FIG. 1. Generic Feynman diagram for Higgs boson production via the resolved photon process
γγ → qq¯ +X → H +X.
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TABLE II. The H0 and A0 Higgs masses (in GeV) corresponding to 2 × 10−2 fb and 10−1 fb
cross sections.
MH MA√
s tan β σ (fb) 1.5 3 7 30 40 1.5 3 7 30 40
500 GeV γγ 0.02 135 175 275 365 375 125 180 275 365 375
0.1 — — 180 335 350 — 100 185 330 345
eγ 0.02 — — 125 275 295 — — 135 270 295
0.1 — — — 190 220 — — — 190 220
e+e− 0.02 — — — 140 165 — — — 140 160
0.1 — — — — 100 — — — — 100
800 GeV γγ 0.02 140 220 375 560 580 140 220 380 560 580
0.1 — — 230 480 520 — 115 220 475 510
eγ 0.02 — — 165 375 420 — 95 170 380 420
0.1 — — — 250 295 — — 95 250 390
e+e− 0.02 — — — 195 225 — — 80 195 220
0.1 — — — 115 140 — — — 110 140
1000 GeV γγ 0.02 155 240 430 685 710 155 240 430 685 710
0.1 — 100 240 560 610 — 120 250 570 620
eγ 0.02 — — 185 435 495 — 100 190 440 500
0.1 — — — 280 330 — — 100 280 340
e+e− 0.02 — — — 220 255 — — — 220 255
0.1 — — — 115 155 — — — 115 160
1500 GeV γγ 0.02 180 290 540 970 1020 180 280 530 960 1020
0.1 — 140 290 750 840 100 150 300 760 830
eγ 0.02 — 100 240 560 660 — 130 240 570 660
0.1 — — 120 360 430 — — 130 360 440
e+e− 0.02 — — — 280 315 — — — 250 300
0.1 — — — 160 200 — — — 160 200
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FIG. 2. Production cross sections for SM Higgs boson for (a)
√
see = 500 GeV, (b) 1 TeV, (c)
1.5 TeV with backscattered laser spectrum. The solid line is for γγ → h, the short dashed line for
σˆ(bb¯→ h) + σˆ(cc¯→ h), the dot-dot-dashed line for σˆ(cc¯→ h), the long-dashed line for σˆ(bb¯→ h),
the dotted line for σˆ(gg → h) and the dot-dashed line for σˆ(WW → H). σ(γγ → Htt¯) is shown
by the labelled solid line.
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FIG. 3. Variation of the γγ → H + X cross section using different parton distributions for√
see = 500 GeV with backscattered laser spectrum. Details are given in the text.
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FIG. 4. SM Higgs production cross sections via resolved photons with
√
see = 500 GeV. The
solid line is for the γγ case, the dotted line for the eγ case, and the dashed line for the e+e− case.
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FIG. 5. Charged Higgs boson production via resolved photon contributions in γγ collisions at√
see = 500 GeV for tan β = 3.0 and 40. The solid lines are for cb-fusion, the dotted lines for
cs-fusion, the dashed lines for the subprocess γb→ tH± and the dot-dot-dashed lines for the sum
of all three contributions to charged Higgs production.
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FIG. 6. Charged Higgs boson production via resolved photon contributions in γγ collisions at√
see = 500 GeV. The solid line is for tan β = 1.5, the dotted line for tan β = 3, the short-dashed
line for tan β = 7, the dot-dot-dashed line for tan β = 30, the long-dashed line for tan β = 40, the
dot-dashed line for γγ → H+H−, and the medium dashed line for e+e− → H+H−.
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FIG. 7. Heavy MSSM Higgs boson production cross sections via resolved photons for√
see = 500 GeV with backscattered photons. (a) is for σˆ(qq¯ → H) and (b) is for σˆ(qq¯ → A)
In both cases the solid line is for σˆ(bb¯→ H(A)) for tan β = 3, the dotted line is for σˆ(cc¯→ H(A))
for tan β = 3, the dashed line is for σˆ(bb¯ → H(A)) for tan β = 30, and the dot-dot-dashed line is
for σˆ(cc¯→ H(A)) for tan β = 30.
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(a)     √see=500 GeV
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FIG. 8. H production cross sections via resolved photons for
√
see = 500 GeV with backscat-
tered photons from σˆ(cc¯ → H) + σˆ(bb¯ → H). The solid line is for tan β = 1.5, the dotted line
for tan β = 3, the short-dashed line for tan β = 7, the dot-dot-dashed line for tan β = 30, and the
long-dashed line for tan β = 40.
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FIG. 9. Regions of sensitivity in tan β −MA parameter space to A production via resolved
photons with backscattered laser photons. The region to the left is accessable and the region to
the right is unaccessable. The dotted line gives σ = 0.1 fb contour so that at least 100 events
would be produced in the region to the left for 1 ab−1 integrated luminosity. Similary the dashed
line gives the σ = 0.02 fb contour designating the the boundary for producing at least 20 events.
(a) is for
√
see = 500 GeV and (b) for
√
see = 1000 GeV.22
